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Abstract
"Canada‟s immigration system is currently undergoing significant change driven by several goals
that include: (1) a desire to improve the economic outcomes of entering immigrants, given the
deterioration in labour market outcomes over the past several decades; (2) an attempt to better
respond to short-term regional labour market shortages often associated with commodity booms,
and (3) a desire to shift immigration away from the three largest cities to other regions of the
country. These goals are reflected in the modification of the point system in 2002 and the
implementation of a series of new immigrant programs. The paper discusses the recent changes to
Canadian immigration policy and examines the preliminary results achieved by the new programs.
Given this body of research, Canadian policy makers have put considerable effort into improving
labour market outcomes. Key changes have been made in an attempt to improve labour market
outcomes of new immigrants, including changes to the immigrant selection rules, the strengthening
of language tests, the introduction of new programs as mentioned earlier, increasing the share of
immigrants in the economic class, and beefing up immigrant settlement programs. Some of these
programs are still in their infancy, but initial evaluation of these changes is under way. Overall,
language skills appear to have a significant direct and indirect influence on labour market
outcomes, and are key to positive outcomes(New

Directions in Immigration Policy: Canada‟s Evolving Approach to

Immigration Selection*
Ana M. Ferrer (University of Calgary) Garnett Picot (Queens University and Statistics Canada)W. Craig Riddell (University of British
Columbia)

Above definitions shows that aim of absorbing immigrants limited in developing human abilities to
improve the economic activities and also the base of power is summarized in welfare layers .Thus,
the soft skills has been designed by Canadian government in the people layers with high
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consideration. The below pointed items can be defined part of such skills that bring power through
outstanding talents among society which help to improve democratic thinking better than before .
Keywords;
Federalism,Charter of right, Human right , Family compact, Equality, Liberty, Freedom of
expression , Model of two – step , CRTC, medical care system ,Soft skills , Economic happiness
Introduction
250,000 new immigrants come to Canada every year. They come from more than 200 countries and
Canada accepts more immigrants rather than other countries in the world and also it has long
history of immigration going back to it‟s beginning as a nation. Immigration is an important issue
in this country because many things are affected by immigration policy: The economy, society and
politics. Nearly 70 percent of immigrants are economic immigrant through the federal skilled or
under a provincial nominee program. 9 percent of immigrant comes as refugee (Ebook ,Cultural
council of Calgary, introduction)
In 1971, the Government of Canada introduces an official multiculturalism policy for Canada,
recognizing the plurality of ethno-cultural groups that coexist and contribute to culture in Canada.
In 1976 a new Immigration act reflects progressive attitudes toward immigration, confirming
Canada‟s commitment to accepting refugees, as well as defining Canada‟s immigration goals. Nondiscrimination is stated as one of these goals. In 1977 the Citizenship act is reformed, declaring
that naturalized and native-born Canadian citizens have equal citizenship rights and obligations.
In

1988 the Canadian Multiculturalism act reinforces and expands the 1971 policy. Canada

becomes the first country to pass a national law on multiculturalism, in 2002 the Immigration and
Refugee Protection act comes into effect, emphasizing the importance of immigration to improving
Canadian society and economy. (historical timeline; changes to Canada‟s immigration policies)
Above introduction can present huge reforming in Canada to absorb great talent through selective
opinions among the immigrants and refugees. In fact , this event makes evaluation in economic of
Canadian industry that one of important output was during evaluations in Canada . The Modern
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communication, transportation and free trade agreement and improving in “N.A.F.T.A ”
agreementprovided condition to facilitate immigration and such evaluations developed

the

economic ,sindustry in that country.
The relations of different identities facilitated with signals of geographic and then with signals of
the social networking of religious such as Buddhism, chrism , Confessions and Islam . in 1971,
minister Trudu claimed that Canada is multicultural society with different frames of languages
and called from all identities as symbolic and requested from all group of Canadian to break the
culture of jealous , discrimination and help each other to understand sense of the national
cohesion and sense of respect that would be raised as a deep personal sense in individual person
one by one . (Canadian regime, fourth edition)
The cultural policyhas close relationship with consideration in solicitation of political power, in this
way, requesting of public society from people is another factor for improving in social policy. The
welfare has been improved in huge size With establishment of elective parliament and it was kind
of development from bottom to up . it was issued from the democratic programsince the ideological
frame of welfare is kind of output of believing and the social worthy has great role in social forming
. The qualifications such as equality ,liberty, family worthy ,social responsibility, right of citizen
,race and ethnicity points can be the base of social policy in all countries . in this way , Liberalism
with general definitions insideand given the liberty such as identic and religious create big
challenges againstmonarchy .
Main of social policy body is protection of all citizens against the barriers and providing the social
equality and being a long with social development ( Moghadam , 2006) and from Jordan‟s opinion
, social policy would be seeking the acts and frame for keeping the protective rules among coherent
people ( Jordan 2010)
Raising the equality of opportunities, decreasing inequality and improving welfare are the most
important mains in the society since they are the ethnic worthy and a gap between rich and poor
group is not understandable. Also the poverty decreasethe participation of people from democratic
organizations and it can be loss allindividuals‟ rights. Thus, government with providing the essential
needs of policy such as education, health, employment , house, liberty of religious , liberty of ethnic
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and freedom of expression and other items can raise the qualities of the social welfare and absorb
the grate talents among immigrants.
Equality;
The meaning of equality refers to all rights of citizens in front of “rules “even forchildren
,theywould have same equality right as others . One of the meaning of equality can be“grant and
benefits”which would belong to all individual ,it means political equality for all citizen in front of
rules . Of course ,there an inequalitiesin social and economic parts in Canada as other countries but
they can be seen with prediction details .This theory can be infectedthe political power by the rich
ones in democratic government .,hey can control the political campaigns .Thus , the policy maker
allocate special budget for helping to the political campaign to consider the equality of rules for all.
Liberty;
Democratic regime in Canada means in liberty of thinking which bring the political power since
this action is considered as private activities . Believing or religious liberty from different idea
causes too createthe huge of opinion and feeling in newspapers and magazines. Liberty of believing
can be divided two parts: “natural right”and “utilitarianism ". Natural right means the individuals
rights which refer to any private belonging of people such as the thinking or properties and
“utilitarianism” means believing of ethnic principal and believing to the “good and bad , the “
essence of anything and how much everything can be useful in society according to it‟s root . The
first

group believes to

human right and

the second group

believe that

natural right of

individualsanyway, they believe that the individual right in any government is created based on the
importance of the quality of life.
Judicial system Importance;
Liberty of thinking and political equalityare bases of every democratic and liberal government. One
of main duty rule in Canada is importance to the judicial and implementing system power. Two
mentioned items are abstract and output of the government in the rules implementation. The best
way which can support people from the bothers of political power and support theirliberty against
rules is taking them away from the body of power. Experiences in north of Canada (Ontario) in first
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of 19 century shown that people could focus to change and breaking power with accurate
imagination from their problem which is called “family compact “ family compact was worthy
group could control the economic and social life . This program was known as “self – rule “ in
democratic frame of north part of Canada and could expand speedy in south part of Canada too .it
combined Britain roots easily and also Canada was known as “political leader “ in changing of
rule on that time .
Implementation of “Charter of right” and “human right “
Predicting maximumdemocratic rules which consider the minority rightsof individual with given
special meaning to the principal rules of country, is called “ charter of right”. It would be said that
it is complete different from human right since charter of right protectindividuals‟ right in general
and public area and complete consider to raise of the minor group‟s rights in society but “human
right” refer to all rules which protect individual‟s rights in their private life with setting special
rules that prevents from discrimination in private life of people . For example, all immigrants has
qual rights in front of rules in Canada and there is no differences between Asian immigrants or
Austria immigrant because all details and minority of rights is predicated for all immigrants
equally through charter of rights and protect them with prediction maximum details of rules . The
rules of human right caused to create of liberty of religious ,speech, assembling , enjoying from
person‟s properties and etc.. so each details of rules bring welfare system for all people as the same
in society. .
Tax System;
Equal condition in society is following through tax system and programing on social program in
Canada since creation of equality and same condition for all Canadian citizen would be designed
by the government ,s interval and this point can bring the social equality for all in country ( 181
page – 4,Canadian regime ). Main of democratic liberal government point is forming “Ideal
government “ it means “people by people and people for people “ . tax system can cause chance of
„good working “ for government and all individual interests to participate in the social activities in
liberal frame .
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Importance of public opinions;
Canadian regime has protected from all his partisan‟s opinions in different fields such as “art,
education, women‟s right , multiculturalism „ and respect to all public opinions . Thus, Public policy
is considered as one main important skill which has huge attribution in Canada. The sources of
those opinions are so different that it can be pointed to “parents, group same ages, advertising,
social media , judicial system , political partisans in different groups” which all of them have main
role in improving level of international relations,. Also those activates can be goaled to “global
affairs “ . In fact , all affairs in public level can be reached to the diplomatic and global level if all
conditions is considered as well as organized plans . For this reason,filling questioners from in
different level of individual has special ranking and it can be seen in government or private
organization .Thus,some critiques sometimes cause changing the rules according public opinions .
Disputing in respect atmosphere;
When all individual has right to say his idea in complete respect area and dispute with each other
,listening new idea ,having big challenges well regarding daily politic items , liberal democrat is
assure that his function has been done well as his planning . Thus, freedom of expression, equality,
acting to judicial rules and federalism are main important principal of liberal democrat policy.In
fact, the political education in liberal democrat system has been designed based on all individual ,s
participation because if one person doesn‟t figure out the importance of the political issue ,how they
can participate in political cases since any social changing will be ended from opinions of
thousands people who belongs different political groups with special idea or practical functions that
each one cause changing of the country‟s landscape . So, participation is serious action from the
liberal democrat government.
Moving to the responsibility;
Freedom of expression protects all individualism‟s right in relationship of each other and also
deep participationcause tocreate specific language that help to innovate new words for speakers
who speech in

public stations ,parks and streets and
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leading people cause to raise the

independence abilities and empower their opinionswhich all those bring responsibility for everyone
.
The moving necessity to implement practical ways are grate efforts to discover trues and honesty .
The good of honesty has worthy and it would be growth as phenomenon in marketing which can
encourage us to think and in the communication power of distribution may cause grate
communication among people thattheir honesty have been grown and producingthe good of
responsibility cause creating the general responsibility for all .
Federalism;
Federalism is recent phenomenon that is approved in 1787 by American government and
implemented in U.S.A. Germany ,Switzerland ,India and Canadaare samples countries in therules of
federal and Britannia, Japan, Franc and Ireland have “unitarily system” it means “integrated
system “that power is issued from central power .In federal,the rules areseenin several levels of
country such as National , provincial and municipal . Each level has specific rules for itself and
their acts are different from other levels. The Main interesting point in this system is that the
municipal rules can reform provincial rules or delete whatever doesn‟t bring any benefits for
people but provincial rulescan not influence the municipal rules,. It shows people have strong ability
and right to change and reform rules according based on democratic .And federalism brings kind of
soft skill which can bring power in society
Giving information to all groups;
Availability to the national media which belongs to the people and the administrative affairsrefer to
the government .of course,there is trust between both parties (canada1986,8) also one committee
with abbreviation name of “ CRTC” controls contexts of programs and issuing the license for
affairs such as renewable loans to produce big volume of film considered by CRTC . Transforming
the relevant media‟s information through

American and Canadian government court has been

accepted since theinformation‟s sources are rare and giving responsibility to such group has been
accepted by federal Canadian court.
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Also CRTC has responsibility to cover public opinions, those networking would be balanced in the
context of program and also can provide the opportunity for freedom of expression and it can cause
to bring kind of balanced expression in the modern society in real life . All individual is protected
against freedom of expression since there is no competitive silent thinkingfrom Liberal democrat
opinion. So, government try to raise knowledge of people by distributing the real information among
people .
Importance of audience rather than speakers;
Acceptance responsibly of public news is considered by people since the government emphasizes to
raise wise and knowledge of people in society . Assuring of the knowledge of voters and their
decision means that responsibility of true or untrue issuesreturn to all individual who would make
decision which words are true or which one is false. Thus , John Milkebelieves that caring to the
knowledge of all individual is more importantthan the knowledge of speakers because
independences, freedom of expression and democratic methods will be increase in society more
daily based on the public wise . So, the true or untrue words can be distinguished well by increasing
the society knowledge.
Model of two – steps;
The individual right and liberty are two- stepsmodel . This model is based on the freedom of
expression‟s understanding which has been designed in Canadian judicial system that is complete
social activity and all words are protected by federal court until they sayin non-violence method or
no cause to loose the credit or of the people‟sreputation, or not cause to cancel the public rules or
the function of the economic activities . when the words ending through pornography or cause
loosing the benefits for people or bring disadvantages in society, the governments‟ acts can issue
limitation for freedom of expression.
Policy in developing mother language;
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The English and French languages are main formal languages in Canada but since the
multiculturalism is known as one cultural identityin this country. The policy of government is
designed to improve different mother languages.Different identities brings different origin thinking
and this way abilities of self – confidence will be raised among people and can bring domain of
the equality cultureand the quality life for all identities as the same .
Policy in Education;
Education of social right is appointed asthe priority of individual right beside other educations in
schoolsand also participation of parents are so important point in this context since the relationship
among teachers ,parents and students can help to raise training of students as future citizen .The
operation of each school is evaluated separately .Modern technology is applied to measure how
much education factors has been used in this way . the policy of education is settled based on
learning with enjoying and gathering experiences which involve in real life .Thus, the rules says that
the first thing is learning main important items such as being on time on school .ifone student
comes with delay in morning ,he must ready in the principals‟ office and sign . This action bring
responsibility for himfrom childhood and he can learn organizing the time, respecting each other in
class or playground ,learning of organizing , skill of managing ,being positive, focusing on
important things ,skills of stop ,and think, ,hard working, planning for leading ,skill of well thinking
before operating, skill of dreaming ,skill of expression for their futures goals ,dividing and reviewing
the goals, being kindness with others ,being pride ,skills of thinking bring happiness for others or a
lot of cases can be essential to learn that whatever of details is seen in each program carefully.
Above potions are designed with cartoon personality in elementary books at 7 age and practicing
with students in schools with playing and working with parents at home help them to follow that
rules based on the educational standards. Now, you can consider some samples as below;
Sample1; Patric has thrown the bowl of colors on the floor, ,what do you do if you wereinstead
patric? choose the best one of the below solution; 1- run a way 2- hide the color bowls 3- tell the
truth .
Second sample; which one of the below items has more important ;1- hard working 2- being
kindness 3- telling the truth
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Those samples of questions raise creative abilities to show that all potions are true but student has
right to choose .Being honestand telling the truth are so important points in training for futures of
students and participations of parents after class can help to better learning for children.
Thus, Canadian education method is seen based on the public opinion “education is not a copy or
memorizing context ,student must search ,innovate and learn .‟who is told that lesson session would
be control as court session ?” Kurize”
Policy in health;
One of the important wordsin democratic country is”healthy“sincethe humans‟ spirit is respectable
and cannot be measured by money. Policy on human health is the biggest project which could
change to details with exact planning in society andcan cause create two sides between politic men
and all individualsincegrate talents will be raised in the health physical body . In Canada health
system summarizing in” national health assurance” which is called “medical care system” it is free
and that is provided by government through tax system except three big provinces such as “Ontario,
Alberta and British Columbia”. In three named provinces ,medical care paid by people during one
year but it can be canceled if one family can‟t afford paying with sending the tax report of proof
after one year.
It would be recall that main politic in Canadian health is “prevention system” which is applied with
accurate policy in “food style life “and with settle of all minerals in main food basket of people try
planning to prevent from the financial pressure of treatment . Canadian honors to his historical
medical care that is provided by government ; So part of disease which have been covered most of
developing countries ,it is seen rarely in Canada .
Policy in housing;
Ability to pay rental apartment is designed based on theindividuals‟income monthly and also some
conditions is provided for part of families who can‟t afford to pay ,they can claim through tax proof
report and evaluating forms .So ,they can receive helping income with specific chart for different
categories till their income will be balanced based on the standard income of family in next year of
proof report that is given to the revenue government organization by family annually .
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Another program that is offered by government is “grant “ to purchase one house with low benefit
during several years ,this method can help the people to plan for his future life . Thus, government
with designing details of welfares can take steps for the goals of power or raising ability of his
power more and more .
Policy in culture;
Several governmentalorganizations have budgets to raise “Multiculturalism” . it could be succeed
in different free cultural programing which cause to coherent the different identities which cause
creating one integrate system . Thoseorganizations give a lot of information to the immigrants
regarding their benefits ,how they can receive from governmental organization, which organization
based on which conditions , learning the formal rules , learning responsibility and also getting
familiar with other cultures and their event ceremonies which can cause honors for different
nationalities . With holding sport and educational sessions , the cultural exchange and improving
this priority of thinking among people is another main items that government care about it.
For example ,Canada day, Victoria day, remembrance day, thanksgiving day,Boxing day and
Halloween day are special days which people are gathering and with showing their happiness with
doing lots of volunteering works raise their participation to hold specific ceremony and build up
good memories in their mind . So, the volunteering and team work has special privilege in Canada
for everyone specially for the employers who call it as participation worthy work since it is one
kind of tradition that is issued from the people who have strong idea .
The Halloween day is most important ceremony that it is along with happiness of children .they
wear fantasy dress and collect lots of chocolates . They can dance and make up their face with
terrible color and shapes which can give strong shock and treating to the spirits and cause to run
them a way from their home and the landing life . In fact, Halloween celebration isclosing to
another world specially children would be getting familiar with sprits .Anyway.Whatever brings
cheerful and happiness cause to improve one good culture among people .
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Concluding;
Nowadays, the measure of power is completing different rather than long ago. The abilities of
thinking and the kind of talents can lead people to better conditions and it can say first words in the
world.If the availability of welfare, ethnic , modernity and bright future have been provided for
people by government of one country ,they could face to high credit, popularity in international
level. The abundant index shows thatimproving welfare and economic participation in one country
cause developed consents, trust spiritual action and intensive social participation among people
more and more .
In fact , the succeed foreign political level has been measured through the economic happiness of
individual with participation in national – regional and international level and it would be have
social station among people .
In Canada , the sense of humanity cause to improve ethnic worth with social integrating . Thus, the
rules of „Multiculturalism” is protected in several ways such as ;1- the foundation and function of
rules with equality in different religions and opinions and equality between men and women,
freedom of expression and assurance of function of peace among people

2- protecting of the

heritages of multiculturalism and respecting to the different mother languages of countries which
cause to honor individual about their identities ;so encouraging practicing mother language at
home is strongly recommended 3- Having equal rights of work ,welfare ,,duties ,benefits ,privileges
are seen for all immigrants , human right ,charter of right with strong details predication prevent
to lose any discrimination and racism based on international conventions in Canada. 4- Clear
responding for questions of people and following complaining

system,increasing continuous

checking in work place just shown power of liberal democrat government which provide all
facilitate for welfare people . 5 – Accurate policy with increasing ability of mental health , synergic
with people and their thinking 6 – decreasing the feeling pressure and increasing educating of
responsibly and responsibility more and more . 7- Build up the future life of children with accurate
methods for expanding development in the world.
Thus, it can be concluded that there are the multi layers in political layers which they can be applied
in hidden or clear way to improve power in the world and expand it in internationalstandard level
all over the world .
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